
ANNOTATIONS

necessary here to express the hope that the fund will meet with
a liberal support. - In England there are several honours of this
kind, e.g., the Middlemore Lecture, the Nettleship Medal, and the
Gifford-Edmunds Prize; it is only fitting that the genius of the
great 1Iackenzie should receive this recognition at the seat of hiis
labours.
To those who know anything about the rise of ophthalmology

in this country it is unnecessary to say anything about MIackenzie,
and those who do not know much about him should read the memoir
by Dr. Freeland Fergus in Vol. I; and having read that they might
do well to read his epoch-making textbook. No surer way of
keeping his memory green can be conceived than this proposed
medal for the encouragement of ophthalmological research. Tlhe
elders of the ophthalmic fraternity can echo the words of the
writer of Ecclesiasticus: "Let us now praise famous men and the
fathers that begat us"; while the younger among us should strive
to follow in his footsteps.

Ophthalmic Folk Lore
"The Diary of a Country Parson," Vol. III, by the Reverend

James Woodforde has just been published by Humphrey Milford,
and contains help for every ophthalmic surgeon. The present
volume continues the daily account of his life at Weston Longeville
in Norfolk during the years 1788 to 1792.
On MIarch 10, 1791, he notes: "My right Eye-lid very much

swelled and inflamed having a Stiony on it, very painful all day."
On March 11 he says: "The Stiony on my right Eye-lid still swelled
and inflamed very much. As it is commonly said that the Eye-lid
being,rubbed by the tail of a black Cat would do it much good if
not entirely cure it, and having a black Cat, a little before dinner
I made a trial of it, and very soon after dinner I found my Eye-lid
much abated of the swelling and almost free from Pain. I cannot
therefore but conclude it to be of the greatest service to a Stiony
on the Eye-lid. Any other Cats Tails may have the above effect in
all probability-but I did my Eye-lid with my own black Tom
Cat's Tail."

It is, therefore, clear that no ophthalmic surgeon's equipment
is complete if he has only a slit-lamp, he must also invest in a
black Tom Cat. The author does not note if the Tail of a black
Tom Cat can be used more than once, but owing to the number
of such animals seen prowling round Harley Street, Wimpole
Street, and Welbeck Street, it seems probable that after having
been once used for this important therapeutic purpose, they are
cruelly' dismissed by their breeders, the physician-ophthalmo-
logists, who are aware of this remedy for Stionv.
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